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Life audit
An oudit of his own life ofter redundoncg set Tong Yuile CA on the poth

to becoming o life cooch ond hgpnotheropist.

gV ALEXANDRA JOHNSON

a
WHILB NIANY OF US step

sideways in our careers and develop

new sl<ills, one Wellington-based

auditor and chartered accountant has

opted for a complete personal and

professional transformation - and he's

loving every minute of it.
Instead of juggling figures and

[inancial risk. Tony Yuile CA has

become a life coach, hypnotherapist
and Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP)

practitioner. He helps people overcome

their phobias and chronic anxiety as

well as guiding them to discover more

fulfilling life paths.

Yuile has iust published a book, 7

Ways to Reduce Anxiety in 7 Minutes or

Less, a slim, practicai volume of quick

exercises to relieve anxiety on the spot.
"l wanted to write something small

enough to carry around in your pocket

with anxiety-relieving techniques

you can perform in a minute - not

something full of anecdotes and lengthy

descriptions of studies.
"There is a lot of stuff you can do; it

doesn't take a lot of time. And it's very

effective."

It's been a quite the iourney for Yuile

before discorering his passion.
"l went to see a careers officer with

my mother when I was t6. He said,'well,

I think Tony should go and work in a

banl< or do something like accounting'
and I thought,'oh whatever', not even

knowing what those occupations

involved."

After completing his training, Yuile

embar]<ed on his account ing career in

the UI( where he learned the nuts and

bolts of the profession.
"People would bring in a bag of

bits of paper stuck together with fish

and chip goo and we'd be erpected
to prepare a set of accounts from it,
while filling in the missing pieces. In

terms of my future career, knowing

how a set of accounts is put together is

really [undamental to understanding

complicated accounting transactions

and so forth".
At 24, Yuile decided to investigate iob

opportunities overseas and accepted

a job in Wellington. and apart from a

two-year stint working in London, New

Zealand has been home since.

Throughout a 3o-year career, Yuile

has held a variety of accounting roles

working with personal tax, auditing,
risl< managemenr and business services.

But four years ago, while working
at the Departmenr oi Building and

Housing New Zeaiand and government

departments were in the process

of major restructuring, Yuile was

unexpectedly made redundant.

For many people, this would be seen

as a disaster. But for Yuile it turned
out to be the catalyst for a remarkable

career change.
"The whole experience was a life

changer," he says.

Around the same time, Yuile had

been suffering a mysterious pain in his

side, which at first didn't really think
anything of.

"Finally, I went to the doctor, which
is pretty significant, being a man.

The doctor said if it gets any worse

come back and see me. I went back - I
thought I had cancer or something, and

they gave me scans on which nothing

came up. Bul at no point did anyone

mention that I might be stressed."

One morning, two weeks after
walking out the door of the job, vuile
woke up and the pain was gone.

Yuile recounted the story about the

mysterious pain to a friend who had
just completed an NLP course, who told

him it was due to how his subconscious

was processing what was going on.

"on an unconscious ievel she said I

would have been thinl<ing'this is the

end, I have to sell the house, I'm not
going to find another job..l and all of

this is creating fear and that creates

pain - telling me something has to

change."
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Intrigued, he decided to study
NLP himself and took on accounting

contracts which enabled him to tal<e

time off to do it.
"We did an exercise where we had

to elicit our core values, and when my

classmate read back mine, I thought
he was reading someone else's. He said

things like, creativity, heiping others,

being my own boss. None of them fitted
with the identity I had created over the
past 26 years.

"On that course we also did a couple
of days of hypnotherapy. I have always

loved words * the whole idea that you

can say a few words to people and

literally influence their lives."

Subsequently, he completed a year'

long hypnotherapy course. during
which he realised that he could spend
the rest of his life helping other people.

"But I used to bump into people who

knew me as Tony the risl< manager/

accountant, and they would think I was

having some kind of midlife crisis. They
would ask me what I was doing and I

would tell them I was hypnotherapist.
Theyd say,'huh? What are you doing
that for?"'

So Yuile decided he needed to put
his work into some kind of context and
went on to train to be iife coach.

"Now I'm a coach and use all these
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"I have alwavs loved words - the whole idea

ala

techniques and tools to help people

achieve their big dream in life or move

the obstacles that are stopping them

from achieving their goals," he says.

And a lot of people are looking for a

turning point, just like he once was.
"They are stucl< in the slaLus quo

and unhappy, but they are not sure

what to do about it. they need to
make some decisions about what
to do next."

Yuile says he chose to specialise in
anxiety due ro his own experiences
and those of some of his clients and
former colleagues. He vividly recalls
the high stress of working in finance
in London.

"lf I'd spent more than two years

there I would have burnt out. In the big
firms there is a lot of pressure.

"Looking back, I think of all the

training I did over the years, but nobody
ever gave us any training in how to
relieve stress and anxiety."

Yuile says throughout his career he

encountered colleagues who suffered
^--.:^+-, ^-.J ^+-^^^dilArcty dllu )LtE)).

Plus, he says, there are a lot of
unhelpful messages circulating: change

is hard, stress is inevitable.
"Those are some of the most

dangerous things to believe in, as those

things just become seif-fulfillingJ'
Yuile says getting people to

understand what's really happening
and realise the truth around some of

that you can say a few words to people and
literally influence their lives."

these myths is a real driver for him.

Having seen so many men stressed to

the eyeballs, Yuile thought hed have no

end of male clients.
"But guys just don't own it... they

thinl< it's a gign of weakness, they just

don't step forward."

He says he's had wives send in their
husbands because they are so stressed,

but they don't want to be there.
"But unless you want to engage in

the process there's no point. I don't
wave a magic wand or anything, I just

guide them to create change. They do
a1l the work."

Yuile says hypnotism is a trance state

and not something to be wary of.

"We come in and out of trance states

all day. It is merely a focused state

of attention where we don't notice
everything else around us - like when

we are reading a book or driving. A

trance is a natural learning state.
"lfyou are experiencing anxiety, you

are in an anxiety trance, so it's a matter
of me moving you out of that trance

into a better one."

Yuile says his accounting background

drives him to find evidence-based

therapies.
"one of the things I did struggle

with initially was that some of the
stuff works but you can't explain why.

I wasn't comfortabie with that. Things

either comply or they don't.
"While I'm more comfortable with

that now I still look for it, it gives

credibility to what I do. Nor do I read

things and take it at face value, my
analytical mind l<icks in and always

questions - almost pulls the auditor hat
on - let's just look at this a bit closer

and see what the truth is here."

He says he wrote his book out of
frustration.

"I've done a iot of research on stress

and anxiety, read many, many books,

and it occurred to me a lot of this stuff
is being regurgitated - or was not up to
dare in terms of what is happening in

neuroscience and what we know about

how we function as human beings. So

I thought I would write my own book
based on neuroscience and my own

experiences and those of the people I

was treating.
"That's what I try to do, teach people

skills they can apply themselves, not
just quick fixes."

He says people don't need to spend

years in therapy or stay on drugs.
"You can take control ofyour life. You

are creating the stress and you can stop

creating it." r

7 Ways to Reduce Anxiety in 7 Minutes

or Less - Think clearly, feel relaxed and

perform at your best under pressure can
be purchased at tycoaching.nz

ATEXANDRA J0H1{S0N is o freelonce writer

bosed in Wellington.
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